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• Mitigate the effect of noise-based electronic attack (EA) 
techniques on target recognition performance.
• Target identification using jammer nulling adaptive 
waveforms with cognitive radar (CRr).
• Design jammer nulling adaptive waveforms against noise-
based jammers. (e.g. spot, narrowband, barrage, pulse, tone, 
base jammers)
Cognitive radar platform for target recognition using jammer nulling 
adaptive waveforms
Jammer Nulling Adaptive Waveforms with 
Cognitive Radar for Target Identification
Results and Recommendations for 
Future Work
• Consider 2 NBJ with bandwidth 9.4 – 9.6 GHz and 
9.8 – 10 GHz.
• Improvement in classification performance of 
jammer nulling adaptive waveforms over 
uncompensated counterparts in presence of 
narrowband jammer noise.
• Significant improvement in SINR-based jammer 
nulling waveform.
• The extent of improvement in performance 
depends on target response signature and jammer 
spectrum.
• Future work includes design of jammer nulling 
waveform against other forms of noise-based 
jammers and coherent jammers.
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Jammer Nulling Waveforms
• Two transmit-adaptive jammer nulling waveforms as a 
countermeasure against narrowband jammers (NBJ).
• Jammer nulling waveforms designed by optimizing signal-
to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) and mutual 
information (MI) metrics.
• Waveform at each transmission/loop updated by probability 
weighted methods.
Classification performance of jammer nulling waveforms and uncompensated 
counterparts in narrowband jammer noise
Air Vehicle Targets
• Four air targets considered. Scaled to actual size models used.
• Closed-loop system to classify targets based on impulse responses 
derived from their 9-10 GHz frequency responses.
Air target frequency responses and NBJ
NBJ-1 NBJ-1
NBJ-2 NBJ-2
Jammer nulling adaptive waveform PSD in 
presence of NBJ-1 after first transmission
Jammer nulling adaptive waveform PSD in 
presence of NBJ-2 after first transmission























JN-MI-PWE Waveform PSD in NBJ-2
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